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On the Menu for Today!

Development over time - “process of change” (Doherty and Hughes, p. 35) 
to independence, resilience in adulthood

How does “developmentally appropriate” guide what we do as adults
around children?



Process Over Time

Kids talk about adults and kids - CBC!
Discrete stages or a slow, continuous process over time 
influenced by...
Human and cultural interactions - Vygotsky, Bandura, Erikson, 
Bronfenbrenner
It’s a bit of both!



Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs



Erik Erikson’s Stages of Psychosocial Development



Bronfenbrenner’s Ecological Systems Theory





What do we know from
our own experiences?

Take a few minutes to talk together about:
- What are some milestones your children have experienced?
- What common experiences do you hear/find

around the table?
- Share



YARDSTICKS - Match Up Time!

• Each table has a set of cards

• Read and discuss the cards together

• Put the cards in order from youngest (kindergarten) to oldest (Grade 
5)



Kindergarten Grade 1 Grade 2

Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5

What jumped out at you?

What connections did you make 
with your own experiences?

What surprised you?

How did you do?



Implications 
Adults
- concrete vs abstract
- Milestone outliers - frequency, duration, intensity
- responses vs reactions (serve and return): kids learn from interactions
- modeling: kids learn from modeled behaviour

Kids 
- Self awareness: The 4 selves impact and influence each other
- Learning through experiences and interactions:

conversation, choices and consequences
- Progressively more involved in own decisions: empower and support



Developing Self Awareness

• A model used in counselling classes
• We are systems
• Pieces are important and work 

together to be well
• A problem in one piece might influence 

how well another piece works
• We can take some control for our 

development (healthy choices, learning 
strategies, self regulation…)



QUESTIONS? What next?

• Summary and slides on the counseling page
• Links and resources on the last slide

andrea.diamant@aisz.hr
tamara.black@aisz.hr





Links and Resources
Yardsticks
Harvard Centre on the Developing Mind - Serve and Return video
Child Development 0-11: Jonathan Doherty and Malcolm Hughes (2009 - Pearson)
Psychology Today
Raising Children Australia
Play - development to 8 years
Ted - Longest Study
Theory

• Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs
• Bronfenbrenner’s Ecological Systems Theory
• Erik Erikson’s Stages of Psychosocial Development


